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hand ones at sales," she told her: "and we try them on at home.
He hasn't been into a shoemaker's for years, and the last
I went into was with Dad and that's ages ago. He once
came back in a pair of tramp's boots that he'd exchanged on
the Bridport Road. I made him throw them away; but he
wouldn't do it till I'd promised I'd stop wearing these."
"These" were the boots, with elastic at the sides, that were
now being so viciously swayed up and down under the table,
and something about their particular kind of middle-aged
shabbiness, combined with a black scowl on Mrs. Dearth's
rugged face, gave Wizzie a feeling as if—in some way she
couldn't understand—Claudius had been cruel to her. "Per-
haps all men are cruel to all women," she thought.
"He doesn't care now what I wear," Jenny had said: "so
I thought I'd wear these boots with elastic sides—so as to save
my others."
The two women, as they exchanged glances, now seemed to
be trying desperately to plumb the depths of each other's real
thoughts. In the silence between them little Lovie looked up
from her extempore doll, and it was clear that her instinct told
her that whatever their thoughts were she was left in the cold,
for she suddenly burst out, in an evident rush of self-pity: "I
want to go home. I want my dinner. I want Grummy."
"In a minute, Lovie," said her mother. "We're going out
in a minute." And then, thrown into an unsympathetic mood
once more by the thought of Jenny's neglect to prepare them
a nice lunch, she ostentatiously stretched herself and yawned.
"What / think is," she remarked carelessly: "Mr. Cask has
spoilt you! If D. was as unselfish as he is I'd never have thought
of going back to the Circus."
"I might have known it," said the other. "I was a fool to
talk to you! Your life's been so different from ours and lived
with such different people that you can't understand a love like
ours. Love to you means only one thing—whereas to him and
me, until he did this terrible thing	"
"But I can't see, Jenny, what he's done that's so terrible.
Men have to have their ideas. It's like that bit of paper to
Lovie. You were lucky in keeping him sensible so long, and
managing him so well, but why you have to pick such a quar-
rel with him the moment he does anything!	"
Jenny's eyes flashed.   "Well! go off to your restaurant and

